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Southwark & Sherborne.

A Concert, arranged by the Boys' Committee

at Sherborne, will take place at Sherborne

House, 31, Union Street, Southwark, on

Saturday, January 7th, at 7.30 p.m. \Ve

appeal to all Shirburnians, past and present,

who will be in the neighbourhood at the

time, to come and help to make the Concert

a success.

R. S. THOMPSON,
Chairman of Ccmmittee.

G. P, HlHIPHREYS-DAVIES,
H on. Sec. of Committee.

Note-\Vill anyone, who is willing to tal,e an active
part in the Concert, please communicate with
A. E. S. CHARLES, The Vicarage, Hampton,
Middlesex.
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EDITORIAL.

VOL. XXXIV.

IN our last number we made no mention of the impending
retirement of the Chief, mainly because we shrank from

the duty of reminding our readers and ourselves of the
regret which everyone connected with Sherborne must feel
at such an event. But now that the time has come for him
to leave us, we can be cowardly no longer. In the present
number, our readers will find two appreciations of him by
a former master and by an Old Shirburnian.

These appreciations are excellent, as all our readers will
agree, and yet they are inadequate: for how can we hope,
by mere words, to do Chief sufficient justice? We can all
measure in our minds the great extent of our affection for
him, but, when we try to express it on paper, we are dis
mayed at the stilted formality of what we have written.
How fervently we can say with Tennyson !

"And I would that my tongue could utter
The thoughts that arise in me."
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Last term the Editors of the "Shirburnian" called atten
tion to the growth of the School's buildings and playing
fields and to its increase in numbers and prestige under
Chief's regime. Yet, although we can see in these definite
things the memorial of his Headmastership, we can only
guess at the interest, the judgement, the care and· the
wisdom that lay behind them. What is more, most or us,
probably, can recollect a few small instances of Chief's
humour, his sympathy, his wisdom, or whatever it may be,
with which :we ourselves were personally concerned, and the
memory of these is of far greater value to each one of us
individually than any written appreciation of him by some
one else.

And there is 1\Irs. Nowell Smith also: how few of us
have any idea of the infinite care, the unflagging interest
and the generous sympathy which she shows upon every
occasion! Indeed we fancy that the Headmaster himself is
the only person at all qualified to measure the debt which
the School owes to her.

Finally, we wish them happiness and good fortune in
their retirement: happiness we know they will have, for
when they think of all the happiness they have given to
Shirburnians, they are bound to be happy themselves.

\Ve are eager to extend a hearty welcome to Mr. Boughey,
of whom 1\Iarlborough speaks with great pride. Some
members of the School have already been fortunate enough
to make his acquaintance and unhesitatingly endorse the
good reports alrl'litdy heard of hilll.
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THE HEADMASTER.

BY AN EMERITUS MEMBER OF HIS STAFF.

205

This call to write very shortly in the School Magazine about
the departing Headmaster makes me think of Gray's Eton
boy, who, being out of bounds, "snatch'cl a fearful joy." It is
indeed far easier to say what is fitting to O.SS. than to speak
in the right voice to the School. And yet to be allowed to
speak at all on this subject is an honour and a pleasure: let me
take heart.

In the long roll of Sherborne I-J .1\1's. the present I-lead is,
with the exception of Dr. Harper, far the greatest builder.
You cannot of course add largely to a fabric like ours without
criticism implying that the old place is being outraged; there
you get the inevitable nonsense. Anyhow, mere building is
secondary: we have the noble words on the Gateway Tower
to remind us: Nisi Dominus Frustra.

All good clergy are said to criticize their bishop: why may
not masters do the same? Yet it is a tribute to the fairness and
sincerity of Mr. Nowell Smith that one has never heard an
accusation made against him in the Common Room which,
even if true, could not be atoned for by the payment of a small
fine.

I wonder if the School is aware that four great public schools
desired at different times to deprive Sherborne of its head
master. He refused to listen to these siren voices, his affections
being engaged elsewhere. These schools were not so ancient
as our own, but maybe loomed larger in the eyes of the public.

For his ability as a teacher read H. N. de V's. testimony.

As to games, perhaps we should not call the Headmaster an
enthusiast. Is an enthusiast H.1\f. needed here? But, indeed,
has he not been the best kind, an enthusiast without fuss?

And surely no lay Headmaster ever took such infinite pains
with his religious duties. He did not aim at being an eloquent
preacher and never used embroidery, but said in plain English
exactly what he thought and meant. You found out in private
talk that he held very strong convictions in religion and politics,
held them strongly, like all good men.

, And what more shall I say? For the time would fail me to
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H.R.K.

H.N. DEV.

tell of his love of literature, love of art, love of music, of his
powers of organization, his insight into character.

I must stop: the Editors of the Shirburl1ian are adamant.
Vale, 0 dilecte Caesar; abeuntem te salutamus.

BY AN O.S.

Mrs. Nowell Smith once told me that her husband seemed
to have friends in every town in England. That might almost
be true. For perhaps the Headmaster's most conspicuous gift
is his capacity for friendship. It is as friend rather than as
master or teacher that he is chiefly remembered by his boys.

He has also the power of making those under his influence
conscious of their own importance as individuals. I do not
mean that he bred vanity in us; but that by treating us with
courtesy and consideration, though so far beyond comparison
with us, he encouraged us to believe that there was the
possibility that we might become really worthy of such regard.
This perhaps is the ideal method of education; but it makes
upon the teacher demands that only very few can satisfy.

As a teacher, my most vivid memory of him is in the School
House Oak Room on a winter's morning blowing on his hands
for warmth and expounding the subtleties of the Agamemnon.
It is, I believe, his favourite play; and I suppose that few of
those who passed through the Classical Sixth missed it. The
rest will remember how he taught us to shudder at the words:
~/TTlJ' BaAU/T/TU, Tit; OE l'tV Kunt/Tj3i/Tft. On one occasion with
characteristic generosity on his part and that of a colleague
he took several of us to see a performance of the Oresteia at
Camhridge. Truly he was no Orbilius plaguing the innocents
with the dry bones of learning. His teaching was a living
thing and has left its mark.

It is difficult to estimate the influence of one mind upon
others; but I believe that the Headmaster's influence has been
profound and much more widely spread perhaps than he
imagines. Of him it may be said as was said of Persius :
"Fuit morum lenissimorum, verecundiae virginalis." To be of
his acquaintance is a high privilege, and to be in his company
is a refining pleasure.
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SCHOOL NEWS.
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Congratulations to the following on being presented with
their School Colours :-

1ST XV.
Nov. 20-A. E. S. Charles

E. V. \'\1agner
H. S. Hunt

2ND XV.
Nov. 20-R. H. Bellamy

]. H. MacCarthy
R. H. Reynolds
R. V. Godfray
K. Cooper
]. A. Greig
P. R. T. Wright

Dec. 11- D. A. Hodgkinson
G. M. Vine
R. S. Patterson
0.1. Green
M. G. Nunn
R. H. Gladden

XXX BLAZERS.

Nov.20-Gould
Le Marchant
Potter
Radford
Boddy
Taylor
Humphreys-Davies
Knight
l\lermagen
Pincklley
Astley-Beer
Newbery tert.
Beadon
Hutton
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CLASS LEADERS' BADGES.

Nov. 30-HoIt
Kreyer
Martin mi.
WaIley
Rootham
Cooper
Knight
Reynolds

[DECEMBER,

We record with gratitude the gift of a grand piano for the
School room by l\1r. H. M. Devitt, a cousin of the well-known
O.S. Devitt, and father of a boy in the School House.

The Captain of Games wishes to thank all masters who, as
coaches of teams and class games or as referees, have in various
ways helped him this term.

On \Vednesday, November 9th, Mr. Witherby lectured on
Thc Timcs to a large audience in the School room.

The match which was to have been played against Richmond
"A" on Saturday, November 26th, was unfortunately scratched
because the team was fog-bound in London.

Downside very kindly enterlained a large party from the
School, who went over to watch the match on Saturday,
November 19th. An excellent tea was provided in their Gym.

O.S. NEWS.

Perhaps some of our readers would be interested to learn
that among the ft:lw living survivors of the defence of Lucknow
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there is an O.S.-c. G. Palmer, C.I.E. (a). At the siege he
did duty as a battery-boy, being then only ten years' old; and
was decorated by Queen Victoria with "medal with clasp 'siege
of Luclmow' for duty on a battery as a boy." The following
year, 1858, he came to Sherborne. In 1868 he joined the
Indian P.\iV. department and became superintendent engineer
in 1896. He gained the C.LE. for his work in connection
with the Indian Famine, 1898.

Our congratulations to :-Henry Ho1mes Joy, K.C. (a, 1888
1893), on his appointment as Recorder of Nottingham.

ENGAGEMENTS.

.G. W. G. May (Blanch's, 1896.1900) and Miss W. F. Platt.

D. H. Philipps (a, 1920-21) and Miss M. A. Bennett.

MARIUAGE.

On November 19th, 1927, L. 1\1. l\Iaybury (cl, 1914-18) to
Miss F. E. Kaines.

SIR EVAN l\IACONOCHIE'S death at the age of 59
comes as a shock to those who have enjoyed his
occasional visits to his old school since he settled on
retirement no further off than Seaton. His achieve
ments as a man are described in the notice reprinted
below from the Times. As a boy he came to Sher
burne as a Scholar in 1882 at the age of 14; he left
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as a prefect in the VI in April, 1885, and after six
months learning German at Cologne, spent two
years at the famous cramming establishment of Mr.
Scoones.On passing into the LC.S. he went up
for two years to New College, Oxford, and at Oxford
gained, like so many LC.S. men, the friendship of
Mr. Phelps, the Provost of Oriel, through being his
pupil in political economy. This and much else is
told in his very readable Life in the IlIdian Civil
Service. To the account given below it need only
be added that Sir Evan's eldest son, Denzil, was in
the School House from 1915 to 1919, passing from
here into \Voolwich and thence into the R.E., and
that his youngest son, Alastair, is now at the Pre
paratory School.

"One of the best of his many services to the British
Raj was rendered after his retirement five years ago.
At that time there were serious dificulties in securing
an adequate supply of European candidates of the
accustomed high calibre for the LC.S., and the
authorities were so much concerned that the whole
position was investigated by a Royal Commission.
The recruiting speeches made at the Universities by
men of distinction in the Indian service, past and
present, and by some leading statesmen, and the
ameliorative recommendations of the Lee Com
mission, were supplimented by Sir Evan's quite
independent but attractive picture of conditions,
present as well as past, in his book of reminiscences,
Life in the Indian Civil Service," published in the
summer of last year. Regarding himself as a typical
civilian (though the lines usually fell to him in
pleasant places), he did not hide the shadows and
difficulties of "exile," but showed how many are the
compensations when a man puts his heart into his
work and takes from life in India all the charm and
colour it can give. There can be no doubt that the
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book has contributed to the present satisfactory
revival of interest in r.C.S. careers at our great
public schools and universities.

Evan Maconochie had the closest family ties with
official life. He was born onJuly 8th, 1868, to Mr.
Alexander Maconochie, a Home Office official. In
1899 he married Margaret Lucy, daughter of his
then chief, Sir Denzil Ibbotson, one of the most
gifted Indian civilians of his day, whose term as
Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab was cut short
by resignation on account of mortal illness within
ten months of taking office. Their family consists
of three sons and a daughter.

The family has been represented in the Indian
Services for more than 150 years, and when he
went out to Bombay in 1889, his senior brother
was in the service there. He served as assistant
collector and settlement officer, with a term as acting
Administrator of the Sachin State, His good work
in minute analysis of land values for the purpose of
land revenue brought him into intimate touch with
the peasantry and led to his selection to be Ibbotson's
Under-Secretary in the Revenue and Agricultural
Department of the Government of India. It is
typical of his lively, agreeable temperament that he
formed a much less qualified admiration of Lord
Curzon than most of the Secretariat officers whose
drafts the Viceroy criticized so candidly.

By what he always regarded as a lucky chance,
Maconochie was offered in 1902 the private secretary
ship to the Maharajah of Mysore, who had come of
age and been invested with ruling powers. He
helped in the development of the capacity and
personal charm of the young ruler of the "l\Iodel
State," and enjoyed to the full his seven years'
tenure. Returning to his own presidency in 1909,

I·
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I
he served first as a collector and later as a
Commissioner. As Agent to the Governor of
Kathiawar from the end of 1915, he had experience
of backward as \vell as progressive States. In ]una
gadh, for instance, he found administration chaotic;
on the death of the Nawab "the whole place was a
hotbed of rivalries and intrigue"; it was full of palace
parasites, and the whole duty of "some hundreds of
them was to keep a fighting cock." l\Taconochie,
who was well lil,ed by the Chiefs as well as by the
people, supported the fiscal changes carried out in
1917, which gave facilities to certain maritime States
now the subject of controversy leading to the re
establishment of the Viramgam Customs line. After
a spell of ordinary administrative work in Dharwar
(the Southern Division), l\Iaconochie retired at the
end of 1922. He had been created C.S.I. in 1918,
and K.C.I.E. in 1921. Always an enthusiast, he
loved his I nclian gardens, his horses, his gun, and his
fishing-rod, but he loved still more his work and the
people whom he served."

MARTIN HOLDICH GREEN (b 1863-1868) died
at the Acland Home on Tuesday, November 10th,
1927, aged 78 years. He came to Sherborne in 1863,
and had a very briIliant career here. He won the
School Latin Prose in 1866, the Leweston Prize in
1866 and 1867; the Classical and Mathematical
Medals and the Sherborne Exhibition in 1867, and
was Head of the School in 1867 and 1868. He then
went up to Corpus Christi College, Oxford, as a
scholar, where he distinguished himself with even
greater brilliance. He obtained a first class in
moderations and the Hertford Scholarship in 1870,
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and a second class in Lit. Hum. in 1872, when he
was proxime for the Ireland Scholarsh}p.

In 1872, also, he was elected a Fellow of Trinity,
when Samuel \¥ayte was President, and was soon
afterwards made tutor and librarian. For many
years he had rooms in the Garden Quad, under those
of the late Mr. H. \V. Haper, who, as a Fellow of
the college, was a year senior to him. Nearly 30
years ago, however, he ceased to reside in college,
and went to live outside. Mr. Green was a good
classical scholar of his time, and the generations of
undergraduates whom he helped to get through their
schools will remember him with gratitude. He was
deeply attached to Trinity, and edited the record of
admissions to the college during the 19th century.
A gentle, kindly, unassuming man, he lived a life of
much self-denial, for, though he did not marry, he
had relatives for whom he considered himself
responsible.

HENRY LESLIE SIMMONDS (b 1915-1919) died
on Nove:nber 26th, 1927, aged 25 years.

HUDOLF ALBERT DE SALIS (a 1912-1915).

AUBREY EVAN-THOMAS Ca 1858-1862).

CHARLES HAWKINS (b 1872-1875).

CHARLES ARTHUR JOHNSTONE (a 1901-1903).

CHARLES BEARDMORE WOOD (Prep. 1888-1890)
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ORGAN RECITAL.
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On \Nednesday, October 26th, Dr. Harold Darke gave a
magnificent Organ Recital in the Chapel. Some members of
the School were fortunate enough to be present at a public
performance which he gave in the afternoon. Dr. Darke's
playing is very fine, as everyone who has heard him knows,
and it would be mere presumption to criticize. Besides there
was no room for criticism, we could only enjoy. Perhaps
the most delightful items in the programme were Handel's
"Occasional Oratorio" and a Minuet by Gigout, but we shall
not soon forget his supreme rendering of Bach's Fantasia and
Fugue in G minor. Mr. Hornsby- vVright is also to be thanked
for his delightful singing of Bach's Aria, "Ye Happy Flock"

Programme :

Overture-"Occasional Oratorio"

2 Minuet

3 Fantasia and Fugue in G minor

4 Basso Ostinato

5 Piece Heroique

Handel

Gigo lit

J. S. Bach

... Arellslly

Cesar Frallcll

J. S. Bach6

7

Vocal Aria "Ye Happy Flock" from}
Cantata "Thou Shepherd of Israel" ...

Chorale Preludes J. S. Bach

(a) Comest thou, Jesus, now from Heaven.

(b) Deck thyself, 0 my soul.

(c) Come, Thou Saviour of the Gentiles.

8 Carillon

THANKSGIVING SERVICE.

Vieme

A Thanksgiving Service was held in the Abbey on Wednesday,
November 2nd, for the opening of the new wing of the Yeatman
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Hospital by the Earl of Shaftesbury. Over two thousand
people were present.

The Bishop of Salisbury gave a fine and noble address, which
was effective both in the strength of its appeal and the~implicity

ofits theme. The School Musical Society acted as the choir
and besides singing the opening and final hymns, "a vVorship
the King" and" Now thank we all our God," sang two
beautiful anthems," How lovely are Thy dwellings," by Brahms,
and" Come and thank Him," by Bach. The singing was full
and tuneful and the trebles were good, particularly on their high
notes, but the orchestra was often too loud to make the blending
perfect. Besides accompanying the choir the Band of the
Royal Marines (Chatham Division) played the second movement
of Tchaikowski's Fifth Symphony with great feeling and power
and lVTozart's Pianoforte Concerto in D minor. The pianist
was Mr. George vVeldon, a.s., the brilliance and ease of
whose playing would have done credit to a distinguished
professional. l\Iiss Dorothy Silk sang two sublime Bach
Arias, "Come make my heart thy home" and "Comfort Sweet,"
with a glorious purity of tone and expression, which must be
heard to be believed. Her faultless rendering of Brahms'
supremely pathetic and beautiful "Ye who now sorrow" will
never be forgotten by those who were fortunate enough to hear
it. Mr. Picton conducted the orchestra and, of course, trained
the Choir: for this he deserves the highest praise, as also does
Mr. Wearden for his magnificent playing on the organ.

The Service was wholly beautiful both in temper and arrange
ment and was a genuine inspiration of reverence, of hope and
of gratitude. The grandeur of the Abbey itself and the beauty
of the music made it a service of thanksgiving, not only for the
good work done at the Hospital, but that we were alive and
,tble to enjoy such grandeur with our eyes and such beauty
with our ears.

On Wednesday evening the Band of the Royal l\Iarines
gave a fine orchestral concert to a large audience in the Abbey.
vVagner's Siegfried Idyll was the first item: there were passages
of delightfully delicate playing, despite a tendency to sharpness
in the woodwind, but the whole piece sounded well, even if the
treatment was a little heavy. Two symphonies followed: the
first, Mozart's 40th, was played with great vigour, the' buoyant
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music suiting admirably the spirit of the Orchestra. The
second, however, the Cesar Frand:, was played much too fast,
especially the second movement, so that the haunting main
theme became almost paltry. One could only appreciate the
full grandeur of the music in some of the passages for full
orchestra. The last item, the Meistersinger Overture, was by
far the best played piece of the evening, the brilliance of the
playing in some of the more solemn and tempestuous passages,
deserving very high praise. Captain Charles Hoby, M.B.E.,
Mus. Doc., conducted with martial vigour and energy, and he is
to be thanked for giving us such a fine recital: we are all
looking forward to the time when we shall hear this Orchestra
agam.

\

MISS D'ARANYl.

A delightful Recital was given by Miss Jelly D'Arilnyi on
Sunday afternoon, November 6th.

I t matters not whether one is a mere Philistine, an eager
novice, or a musical pundit; Miss D'Anlnyi gathers one and
all within the magic circle of her charm and genius.

The programme was well designed. Mozart and Bach for
the pundit, romance and colour (de FaUa) for the novice, and
a group of sweetmeats for the Philistine.

The Recital opened with the Mozart Concerto in D 11la.
(No. IV), a work which somehow seems a little overburdened
with mere concerto phrases, empty arpeggio padding, all nicely
balanced, but still just padding; no lovely line of melody and
curiously lacking, for l\Tozart, in grace and spontaneity. Next
we had a monumental performance of Bach's Chaconne,
admittedly the greatest test for all fiddlers-and only the
greatest attempt it. It is easy to treat it as a series of patch
work designs on a harmonic background like some ill-worked
sampler: the hardest thing in the world to give it unity and
coherence, and so knit its warp and woof into one organic whole
that it becomes a piece of perfect and glowing tapestry. Miss
D'Aranyi conquered it and us. From the pure and serene
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beauty of Bach to the exotic glitter of de Falla is a kaleidescopic
change. But that is where Miss D'Aranyi is such a consum
mate artist. vVith one flexible phrase she can transform the
whole picture. At one moment she can be Porphyria, "perfectly
pure and good," the next she can be after you with a stiletto
between her teeth. In either case she has you at her feet.

The rest of the programme calls for no detailed criticism,
except to say that it was all really delightful, and when we add
that Miss D'Aranyi dashed down from London in the afternoon
and dashed back again immediately after the recital, it only
adds to our wonderment and gratitude to her for an hour's per
fect enjoyment.

\Ve must not forget to record that Mrs. Ethel Hobday accolll
panied as only she can.

B.J.F.P.
ProgramIl1e:-

1. Concerto in D ma. (No. IV)

2. Chaconne

lIIozart

Bach

3. Suite PopuJaire Espagnole lIIanuel de PaUa
(arr. by Paul /(ochmlski)

El pano mOrlino (Le drap l\Iauresque)
Nana (Bercellse)
Cancion (Cliatzsoll)
Polo
Asturiana
lata.

+. l{ondo

Bagatelle

Dryades

Hungarian Dance (No. IV)

SclZllbert-Friedberg

Niclzolas Gatty

IlIgelbreclzt

Bralz IIlS-joaclzim

PRO-ARTE STRING QUARTET.

These incomparable artistes came over from Brussels and
played to us on Thursday, November lOth. Most of us had
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very happy recollections of their magnificent playing some two
years ago, and this concert only served to confirm in our minds
the opinion that this Quartet can challenge comparison with any
known combination at home or on the Continent.

The Quartet in D ma. of Borodine, although a posthumous
work, is a typical example of the composer's early style before
he came under the influence of Balakirev's circle; a quiet gaiety
and unaffected simplicity runs through it, and the players gave
it just the right treatment; no underlining or deep reading
of passages that speak for themsel ves, but quiet and sensitive
phrasing, which never distorted the simple musical thought.

The" first Rasoumowsky" in F ma. is considered by most
musicians to be the greatest of the second-period quartets in
quality, as it certainly is in quantity, and it is difficult to know
which of the four movements moves us most; the noble and
spacious Allegro, the delightful Allegretto vivace, packed with
a singularly fascinating humour, sometimes playful, sometimes
soothing, sometimes brusque; the lovely Adagio, charged with
intense pathos and tenderness, or the massive and powerful
Finale. The players made us feel that each movement in turn
was the greatest; which is just as it should be. They
completed the programme with an astonishing performance of
Ravel's Quartet in F ma., and very definitely proved their
versatility by their amazing understanding of the modern idiom.

Altogether a memorable evening, and we hope at some future
date to welcome back to Sherborne a Quartet of players whose
equipment technically and musically is in the direct line of
succession from Joachim.

Programme:

1 Quartet inD ma. (No. 2)
Allegro moderato
Scherzo
Notturno
Finale.

2 Quartet in F ma. (op. 59, No. 1)
Allegro
Allegretto vivace
Adagio molto e mesto
Allegro (a la rttsse).

B.J.F.P.

Borodille

Beethovc1t
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3 Quartet in F ma...
(dedicated to Gabriel Faun})

Allegro 1I1oderato
Assez vif
Tres lent
Vi! et agite.

219

... Maurice Ravel

SONG AND DRAMATIC RECITAL.

On Saturday, December 3rd, a large audience was ·present
at a clever and delightful entertainment, given by Mr. and Mrs.
Dodds. Mr. Dodds opened the programme with a group of
songs, all of which were full of melody. The negro spirituals,
"Go down Moses" and "Every time I feel de Spirit," proved
to be the most popular. l\1rs. Dodds played the accompaniment
with sympathy and understanding. The songs were followed
by Handel's Soliloquy after the first exit of the players: to
recite, with so much force, a difficult and emotional passage
such as this, without scenery or costume, was a rare achievement.
Mrs. Dodds then played Brahms' Ballade in A minor and
Intermezzo in E major: the notes were not always distinct,
but her rendering of both pieces gave great pleasure. The rest
of the programme was provided by Mr. Dodds only: he sang
four songs by A. P. Herbert,-The Pharmacist, Financier,
Banker and Doctor, for which he himself had composed very
apt tunes. This group was highly amusing and universally
appreciated. The two recitations which followed, "The Passing
of the Cod's Head," by A. P. Herbert, and "A Poetry Recital,"
by A. A.Milne, were delivered with great gusto and a fine sense
of comedy: here are two modern authors at least who can be
funny without being vulgar. The entertainment, in which Mr.
Dodds must be chiefly commended for his excellent enunciation
and astonishing versatility, came to an end with a rollicking
Sea Shanty, "Fire Down Below," which sent the audience
humming home to sleep.
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DRAMATIC SOCIETY.

[DECEMBER,

On Octoher 29th the Dramatic Society performed two plays,
"vVurzel Flummery," by A. A. Milne, and" The Little Man,"
by John Galsworthy. This was a disappointing evening, as in
the first play there was not enough scope for the Society to show
off its powers and the second play, to be effective, must be done'
really well; and with the materials at the command of the
Society this was impossible. The large audience, however,
was appreciative, and indecd the performance was enjoyable,
especially as there was some excellent acting. In the first
piece Tyldesley-Jones was admirably pompous as Mr.Crawshaw,
and Dawson-Grove was admirably silly as his wife. 1\1r. Fox,
in his old role of the rascally solicitor, was perfect. In the
second play the acting honours went to Bateman, who made an
attractive Little Man, and to \Vells as the good-natured but
exasperating American.

On the 28th Novcmber the Society performed" The Sport
of Kings," by Ian Hay. This is the best farce that has been
written for years, and any performance, however amateurish,
would still be highly entertaining. The Society rose to the
occasion with great energy; and the whole performance sparkled
with gaiety, and the row of footlights, erected by \Vagner, threw
further radiation upon the artistes. vVithout being invidious
one would pick out, of the boy performers, Soath, as Mr.
Purdie's precocious and leggy daughter, who was extraordinarily
realistic; Tyldesley-Jones made us realise that he can fill
admirably the role of someone he does not resemble in real
life,-at least, we can but hope he does not indulge in the
Sport of Kings as lavishly as Bates. Elliott, as Albert, and
Dawson-Grove as Mrs. Purdie, were as excellent as was Apperly
as the Cook, who seemed to exude beef tea from the rotundities
of "her" ample frame. 1\1r. Fox was astonishingly sprightly
as Algy Sprigge, but not quite juvenile enough. Mr. O'Hanlon
as Mr. Purdie was irreproachable: his movements and grimaces
were a study and a delight. Finally, Mrs. Rees, who is a·
delightfully natural actress, played Dulcie Primrose with great
charm, and helped considerably to making this perhaps the best
performance the Dramatic Society has yet given. Mr. Fox, as
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an organiser, is indefatigable, and the success of the play, both
in its scenery and acting, was due to his untiring energy.

ARCI-L£OLOGICAL SOCIETY.

On Saturday, November 26th, Mr. Eperson gave a lantern
lecture on " The Development of British Architecture" to the
Arch<Eological Society, and any of the School who cared to come.

His lecture was confined to ecclesiastical architecture,
between the Norman Conquest and the sixteenth century.
After stating that before this period there was little work worth
mention, he showed by copious slides, how the plain Norman
style had developed ornamentation and grace, as the builders'
skill increased, until Norman had become Early English. This
change was illustrated by the progress from the style of Durham
to that of Salisbury.

The discovery of the flying buttress and the increased use of
vaulting made possible the first attempts at tracery in the
decorated period, and, finally, the glory of the perpendicular
windows and fan-vaulting. Slender pillars and thin walls were,
by these means, enabled to bear the weight of massive stone
ceilings.

It seems curious that the interest of so many enthusiastic
"Arch<Eologists" of last term, when it was a matter of charabanc
drives and teas at Dorchester, should this term be so obviously
lacking that a lecture, so interesting and instructive as this,
can draw but twenty or so from the Lower School.

On Tuesday, December 6th, a second lecture was given in
the Abbey to members of the Arch<Eological Society by Mr.
J. \V. Burt, on the subject of the Abbey's architecture. :Mr.
Burt began by giving a short outline of English Ecclesiastical
architecture, beginning at 500 A.D., with the Anglo-Saxon style,
and tracing the development up to the perpendicular period.
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\Vhere possible he drew illustrations of his remarks from the
wealth of examples which surrounded us, in a manner which
was easily intelligible to the most uninitiated, and which could
not fail to interest even those who had already heard the secrets
of .the Abbey unfolded.

\Vhen the ground-work had been covered, Mr. Burt led us
round, pointing out various portions of the building which were
left over from earlier periods, and showed us examples of the
development of the pointed arch from intersecting Norman
arches, both with capitals and without them, as in the earlier
stages of Norman architecture. \Ve look forward to Mr. Burt's
continuation of this lecture, and compliment l'vir. Jarrett on his
admirable choice of lecturers.

FOOTBALL.

1ST XV l\'IATCHES.

SCHOOL v. DOWNSIDE.

Played at Downside in a sea of mud, and under conditions
which made good football impossible. Unfortunately the
School played uphill in the first half and the outsides were
unable to break through in the later stages of the game owing
largely to their efforts against the slope before half-time.
Downside were stronger behind the scrum, and this just made
the difference. A good kick by Sharpe, whose fielding was
admirable with one lapse, carried the game to the Downside
twenty-five. The School pressed hard and scored a somewhat
lucky try in the corner, when Tallent came round on the blind
side and passed to Ashdown (3-0).

Downside then attacked, but Tallent relieved with sound
kicking. Play settled in mid-field, neither side being able to
make much headway till just before half-time, when Downside
attacked strongly.

- On resuming Downside attacked, but a free-kick for the
School and some good forward play took the game into
their territory and the School nearly scored. Haselden was
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prominent in many rushes, but it was hard to distinguish
individuals under their coating of lIlud. Downside then scored
a try that should have been prevented at the start, and con
verted it (3-5). Scrambling play followed with the whole
ground churned up into a morass and only good leading kept
the forwards together when they might easily have become
eight floundering individuals. The pack were very good in
this half, but it was obvious that the outsides, who were bound
to suffer most under such weather conditions, had no sting or
power left. This applied to both sides to some extent; but a
special mention must be made of the splendid try scored by
Cave at centre three-quarter for Downside with a quickness
and strength seen in no other player on the day. The try was
not converted and this was the final score, though the School
made desperate and nearly successful efforts to score up to the
end.

Score: Downside, 1 goal 1 try (8 points); School, 1 try
(3 points).

Downside deserved their victory in the sense that the School
had no really bad luck. The forwards were fairly evenly
matched with the School dominant at the end. The Downside
three-quarters were stronger runners than our own and the
School halves were not quite happy.

The hospitality of the Downside authoritie,; to a large party
from the School was very sincerely appreciated; and it seemed
a dreadful pity that in return the visitors from Sherborne
should have broken through the ropes and have stood some
times three yards inside the touchline itself, making the task
of the touch-judge in the second half-one of our hosts
almost impossible.

Sclzool-J. \V. N. Sharpe; D. E. Ashdown, T. K. \Vest,
R. G. Kreyer, Greig ma.; J. A. Tallent, P. E. 1\1. Shaw;
G. C. Ashmore, A. C. A. \Vright, G. \V. H. Peters, C. O.
Haselden, A. \V. Hopcraft, R. S. Hunt, A. E. S. Charles,
E. V. \Vagner.

SCHOOL V. DULWICH.

Played on the Upper on Saturday, December 3rd, and lost
by 9 points to 3. The School won the toss and played towards
Yeovil with a slight East wind at their backs.
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The School started by attacking strongly from the kick-off,
Tallent setting the three-quarters going on the right. The
movement, however, was held up and loose play followed, from
which the ball went out to Kreyer and Ashdown; this move
ment was also stopped, though Tallent was backing up. After
scrambling play a scrum was ordered, and Dulwich gained
ground by a dangerous-looking three-quarter movement. They
seemed to be faster outside the scrum, partly because their
scrum-half was very quick in setting them going; the result
was that even when the School attacked, the three-quarters
ran across and bunched too frequently. Play for the most part,
however, remained in the Dulwich half, and eventually the ball
went out to Ashdown; he made ground and passed in well to
Tallent, who ran through to score as pretty a try as has been
seen on the ground this season. Sharpe failed at a difficult
kick (3-0).

Dulwich returned to the attack and forced the game down to
our line, but good kicks by Kreyer, Sharpe and \Vest sent
Dulwich back again to their twenty-five. From a scrum the
School got the ball, and Tallent cut through well in front of the
backs; instead of passing to two men outside him, he chose to
kick ahead over the line, Dulwich touched down, and a promis
ing movement came to nothing.

Then followed much loose play and fast passing movements,
but no score resulted on either side. Dulwich looked dangerous
on several occasions, but the School only once, when a three
quarter got away with two others backing up, but was brought
down by an ankle tackle. After numerous fluctuations in the
game, the School W':lre awarded a free-kick in the Dulwich
twenty-five. Tallent kicked high, but too far across, so that
only Peters was there, and the position revolved into one of
advantage to Dulwich. No further score came before half
time.

But in the second half the weakness of the School forwards
showed up against a more skilful opposition. They rarely got
the ball in the scrums, and the loose-heeling was really poor.
However, the School pressed for the first ten minutes, Ashdown,
in mesmeric fashion, getting away from an entourage of Dulwich
forwards, took the ball to the Dulwich line; a pass out might
have sent Hunt over, but, as it was, Dulwich saved the
situation. Then came a strong Dulwich attack to the School
twenty-five. Pressure was well relieved by one of the few
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forward rushes in the game led by Charles and Wagner.
Dulwich, however, forced the game back to the School's right
corner-flag, and after a succession of scrums in which the School
were outplayed, their scrum-half came round the blind side to
put in his wing three-quarter. The kick failed. (3-3). The
School returned strongly to the attack, and the fate of the
game probably hung on the success or failure attendant on their
efforts then. The forwards rushed the ball to the Dulwich line,
but failed to heel, and a golden opportunity to score and reassert
a moral superiority was lost. Again, shortly after, \Vilson got
the ball and made thirty yards, but kicked ahead instead of
passing inside or kicking across, and Dulwich kicked dead.
From the drop-out and ensuing scrum, the Dulwich three
quarters got going, and then right-wing slipped the tackle, and
passed inside to a centre who scored. The kick at goal was
touched, and the score stood at 6-3 against the School.

From that moment Dnlwich were ~n top of their form, and,
to a large extent, of the School. They indulged in passing
movements among forwards and backs alike. A series of scrums
on the School line ended in their scrum-half wriggling over for an
1Il1con\'erted try, and the final whistle went with a scrum inside
the School twenty-five. (9-3). Dulwich were undoubtedly just
the better side, and much of their success were due to the
cleverness of their scrum-half. Their forwards though lighter
than the School largely controlled the scrums, and the School
forwards seem to have had a day off.

Sclzool-]. \V. N. Sharpe; 1. D. 11. \Vilsoll, T. K. \Vest,
R. G. Kreyer, D. E. Ashdown; ]. A. Tallent, Hodgkinson;
G. C. Ashmore, A. C. A. \Vright, G. \V. H. Peters, C. O.
Haselden, A. \\T. Hopcraft, R. S. Hunt, A. E. S. Charles, E.
V. \Vagner.

2ND XV ;\TATCHES.

2ND XV v. BLUNDELL'S.

The game was played on the Upper on Saturday, November
19th, in torrents of rain, and won by the School by 13 points to 3.

The rain and mud made passing and handling of any sort
extremely difficult, yet both sides tried well, and "'e on the
whole handled the ball extraordinarily well, just as we had
done at Downside.
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For the first ten minutes it looked as if Blundell's were
going to dominate the game; the School backs could not hold
the ball, and the forwards were all lifeless. Play, however,
was fairly even, and then after the first quarter of an hour we
had all the best of the game. Our first score came from the
ball going out to Knight on the right wing: he cross-kicked
well and several forwards were up to take on tile ball, which
was eventually touched down by Knight, who somehow arrived
on the scene. Beer converted with a good kick (5-0). From
that time on we continued to press. 1\'1artin made one very
good individual dribble on the Blundell's Ime, but failed to get
the touch-down. Several good dribbles and passing move
ments followed, taking the game for the most part into
Blundell's half of the ground, till Sherborne were given a free
kick for offside in the Blundell's twenty-five. Godfray took
the kick, which he punted a short way ahead over the try-line;
he just failed to score the try, Blundell's touching down in
time. Half-time came with the score 5-nil in our favour.

Afterwards, playing with the wind and hill in our favonr, the
forwards played magnificiently and dominated the game. Some
of their dribbling rushes of 25 to 50 yards were as good as one
could wish to see. Everyone in the pack took their share in
leading a rush, though Beer was most prominent. Vie scored
again after about ten minutes, Knight again cross-kicking.
The ball went right across to N unn, who dribbled 15 yards,
and was held up. Green came up, picked up and scored.
The goal·was not converted. Score,8-nil. Blundell's returned
fiercely to the attack after this, and several times their outsides
looked dangerous when they were given the ball; they
eventually scored by forcing the game up to our try-line, where
one of their forwards scrambled over. The try was not con
verted. For the rest of the game there was, however, only
one side in the picture, as Blundell's themselves admitted.
Frequently the School forwards rushed the ball down the field,
and from loose scrambles Nunn, MacCarthy and Knight should
have scored. Our last try came from MacCarthy backing up
well to score near the posts. Beer converted, and the score
thus became and remained 13-3.

The side played excellently all round, and the substitutes
were most worthy; the game was a display of really pretty
football by backs and forwards. There was one fault to be
found and that was over-unselfishness. Twice we might have
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scored if the man with the ball had gone for the line instead
of passing: in both cases no try resulted.

2ND XV v. BOURNEMOUTH "A."

The match was played on the Lower on Monday, November
28th, and won by the School by 19-nil.

Bournemouth arriyed two men short and agreed to start the
game witbout them. Substitutes, however, were provided
during the first half.

The game was a scrappy one, our opponents taking some
time to settle down: scrums were difficult to form and the
heeling on both sides was bad. Consequently, at first, the out
sides of neither side got going very frequently. The Bourne
mouth scrum-half wanted a good deal of watching, but Beadon,
who was playing instead of Hodgkinson, dealt with him
adequately. Our forwards were inclined to be lifeless against
a heavier pack, and our outsides failed frequently to draw their
man. Indeed, they never made up their minds whether to try
a cut-through or to get the ball to the wing, and so for the most
part fell between two stools. Our first score came from
Beadon, who slipped oyer the line from a scrum five yards out;
Greig converted (5-0). The only other score in the first half
was by Green, who forced his way over far out (8-0). \Ve
might have scored on two other occasions, but once the corner
flag was knocked down, and on the other occasion the defence
was not drawn sufficiently to gi ve the recipient of the final pass
a clear run in. Bournemouth rarely looked really dangerous,
and their attacks had a way of fizzling out.

The second half was much the same as the first, though the
School forwards did infuse more life into their work. A good
passing movement ended in Greig forcing himself over near the
corner flag, too far out for him to convert. The game swung
up and down the field and Bournemouth at one time looked
dangerous, but Gladden brought ofT a good tackle to save the
situation. Soon after this, Simmonds changed direction sud
denly on the left, and ran inwards to score a good individual
try (14-0). \Vithin two minutes of the end came the prettiest
piecl'l Qf football of the game, Godfray cut through weH, and
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when about to be tackled passed to MacCarthy, who was back
ing up well, and a try under the posts was the result. The
whistle for "no-side" went shortly afterwards with score 19-0
in our favour.

2ND XV V. CANFORD.

This. match was played at Canford on Saturday, December 3rd,
and resulted in a win fur the home side by 3 tries (9 points) to
a goal and a try (8 points).

The School soon settled down, and the forwards, though out
weighted, beg-an to get the ball IIlOre than their opponents in the
set scrums, while they heeled well from the loose scrums. The
three-quarters, however, threw away several chances by faulty
passing. Godfray and Simmonds both made some good
openings, while Green ran well on the wing. The School
opened the scoring with a try by Greig, following good work by
Godfray and Simmonds. Greig easily converted (5-0). The
School continued to have slightly the better of the game, but
there was no further score before half-time.

The School started off the second half well, and after Shaw
had nearly scored, Godfray got over wide out. Greig's attempt
to convert was a good one, but just failed (8-0). The School
were soon on the attack again, and one or two good chances
were lost. Canford relieved by good forward rushes, and one
of their forwards scored from a loose scrum. The kick failed
(8-3). The greater weight of the Canford forwards now began
to tell, and for the rest of the game, the School were mainly on
the defensive. Canford scored two more unconverted tries
before the end, and so won by the narrow margin of one point.

The School forwards played well until they began to tire near
the end.. They secured the ball well in the set scrums and
brought off some good rushes. Shaw and Godfray combined
well, and the latter made some good openings. The three-quar
ters were a little disappointing, though they brought off a few
good passing movements. The tackling was quite good, but
the falling on the ball was very weak, especially towards the end.
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2ND XV v. DOWNSIDE 2ND XV.

The match was played on Thursday, December 8th, on the
Lower, and won by 28 points to nil.

The game was a scrappy one with very few really good pieces
of play on either side. This was no doubt largely due to the
ball, which was slippery and difficult to handle.

The School spent most uf the first half in the Downside half
of the ground, but though several movements were started, only
three resulted in a score. One of these was really good foot
ball, when iVIacCarthy was up to talw a scoring pass from Green
on their wing. For the rest, though the he.eling of the forwards
was much improved, they were sluggish and clumsy as a pack.
The outsides were inclined to run across without drawing their
man, and Godfray, at fly-half, developed a mania for diving
into the scrum.

Half-time came with the score 9~·nil in Sherborne's favour,
but the second-half the School played better and scored 19 points,
tries coming from Godfray (2), Simmonds, Greig and Green,
two of which Greig converted. The Downside forwards rallied
at intervals aud brought off one or two rushes, but these were
generally well slopped by I-I awes, deputizing for Gladden at
full-back. The play, however, was on the whole lacking in
incident, and the end came with Sherborne pressing most of the
time, and the score 28~nil.

2ND XV v. ALL HALLOWS.

This match was played on the Lower on Saturday, December
10th, and resulted in a win for the School by 4 goals, a penalty
goal and 2 tries (29 points) to a try (3 points).

The early play was even, though once Greig missed a good
chance of scoring. Soon afterwards he was pushed into touch
near our opponent's line. The first try was scored by N unn
after a good cut through by Simmonds. Greig converted
(5~O). All Hallows attacked vigorously from the re-start and
their wing three-quarter was nearly over. One of their for
wards then scored from a loose scrum, but the kick failed
(5-3). l\Iore even play followed, but the School heeling was
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slow and the three-quarters rarely got going. At last Greig
got over on the wing, but was held up. From the scrum which
followed, Godfray received the ball and scored. Greig con
verted 00-3). The next score was a very good penalty goal
kicked by Greig (13-3). All Hallows then attacked, but good
kicking by Simmonds drove them back. Just before half-time
a punt ahead by Nunn led up to a try by Green, which Greig
converted (18-3).

All Hallows attacked at the beginning of the second half
and nearly scored through weak tackling. MacCarthy led a
good rush. Bad tackling allowed Greig to score another try,
which was not converted (21-3). Another good forward rush
led up to another try by Greig following a good run. This was
converted (26-3). All Hallows nearly scored from a forward
rush. Near the end the School scored their best try of the
match. Godfray cut through and the ball was handled by
several forwards before \Vright scored. The kick failed
(29-3). There was no furlher score.

The School side gave rather an uneven display. The for
wards brought off a number of good rushes, which were some
times spoilt by kicking too far ahead. J\I uch of the heeling,
however, especially from loose scrums, was far too slow. As
a result the backs often got the ball when standing still and
consequently ran far too much across the field. The halves
played quite well, particularly in the second half. Simmonds
made same good openings, but often spoilt them by poor pass
ing. N unn was inclined to kick ahead too often and neglect
his wing man. I-Iawes at back did all he had to do quite well.

THE 3RD XV.

The 3rd XV season was a very successful one. Six matches
were played, four of which were won and two lost. In all 314
points were scored against 25.

The two defeats were by the Taunton Y.1VLC.A. Here the
visitors won by 14 points to 0, after a pointless first-half. The
match at Taunton must be accounted the best performance of
the year-the School being unlucky to be beaten by 11 points
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to 8, owing to a last minute try which followed a lucky bounce
of the ball.

Canford 2nd XV were defeated by 29 points to nothing;
Bruton 2nd XV by 79-0 at Bruton, and 98-0 at Sherborne ;
in 'the match against a side from Queen's College, Taunton,
the innings was declared closed ten minntes before time with
the score at exactly 100-0.

Undoubtedly the real strength of the side was among the
forwards. All at times played well individually, and as a pack
they were very well together. Gould was an excellent leader,
and at times a brilliant dribbler. For real hard work, Radford
was unsurpassed and he must be considered unlucky not to have
had au opportunity higher up. The others all did good things,
the weak spot being a tendency to miss their man.

Of the outsides, Beadon played with tremendous energy and
pluck at scrum-half-it is a pity he was not tried earlier in that
position. Pinckney, without being brilliant, gave his three
quarters plenty of chances. Both the centres, Potter and
Knight, showed good form at times. The former seems to have
learnt to pass after getting through, the latter has developed
more speed and better hands-he is also a good drop-kick,
though, as luck would have it, none of his attempts actually
succeeded r

Of the wings, Davis-Taylor was handicapped very much
by shortness of sight, but has a good hand off and runs hard.
l\lermagen shewed distinct promise. His chief fault at present
is slowness to make up his mind what to do-this should
improve with further experience.

Nowell-Smith and Ferguson both played good games for tbe
side, without finding a regular place in it. It is a pity that
most of the matches were rather one sided, as the side was
worthy of good opposition.
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JUNIORS.

FIRST ROUND.

BENSLY'S V. FOX'S.

[DECEMBER,

Played on the Lower on Tuesday, November 8th, resulting
in a win for Bensly's, 14 points-5. Fox's forwards started off
with great dash, and kept Bensly's on the defensive for the first
quarter of an hour. Bensly's forwards, however, "woke up,"
and gave the backs plenty of the ball, of which they made
effective use.

Tries were scored by Trethowan (2), Walley and Laws mi.
for Bensly's, and by Glover for Fox's.

Bensly's-Stone; Trethowan, Gomez, \Vilson, Laws mi.;
Walley, Thomson; Betts, Cobb, vVigan, Hanrott, Rowe,
Morris, Maundrell, Barris.

Fox's-\Valter; Wild, Mansfield, Greig mi., Nye; Glover,
Cooper; Millar, Bateman, Warner, Lobb, Logan, Martin,
Law, Staple.

ELDERTON'S v. O'UANLON'S.

Played on No. 1. Elderton's won, 16-11. The score at
half-time was 6-0 to O'Hanlon's. For the winners Newbery
and Hall (2) scored, and Newbery kicked a penalty goal. For
O'Hanlon's Dawson-Grove, Davis and Field-Richards were
prominent.

Elderton's - Loveluck; Hall, Warren, Boome, Smith;
Newbery, Mead; R. F. Martin (capt.), H. G. Croly, Beckett,
Abell, Wells, Hooper, ElIiott.

Q'Hanlon's-Harris mi.; Bennett, Field-Richards, S. H.
Nowell-Smith (capt.), Duff; Godwin, Dawson-Grove; Rootham,
Davis, Brigstocke, Read, Setten, Ruston, Maclure, Tefmant.
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SECOND ROUND.

CAREY'S 1'. DENSLV's.

233

Played on No. 1. An evenly-contested game from the start.
Carey's scored twice far out on the right wing soon after the
start. Bensly's forwards regained supremacy in the second
half and held it to the end.

Scores, 14-8. Sheil (2) and Carey scored for the winners
and \Valley twice for Bensly's.

Carey's-Cribb; Devitt, Seale, "Vard, Sheil; Lyle, Carey;
Cunningham, Martin tert., Ridout ma., Wardlaw, Lean,
Kinnersly, Barry, Baines.

Bellsly's - Stone; Trethowan, Gomez, \Vilson, Lassen;
"Valley, Thomson; Betts, Cobb, \Vigan, Hamott, Rowe,
Morris, Maundrell, Barris.

ELDERTON'S v. ROSS'S.

Jn the second round of the Juniors, played on N 0_ 2, on
November 15th, Elderton's beat Ross's by 11-3. The game
was very even. Tries were scored for the winners by Hall,
l\lead and Newbery ma., and by Ferguson for the losers.

The sides were as follows :-

Eldertoll's-Loveluck; \Varren, Smith ma., K. E. Boome,
Hall; l\lead, Newbery ma.; R. F. Martin (capt.), H. G. Croly,
Hind, Beckett, Abell, \-Vells, Hooper, Elliott.

Ross's -Hawes; Mallock, Vaughan, Seddon, Ferguson;
Brookes, Carey mi.; Becher, Barton, Eglington, \-Vest mi.,
Abell, Campbell, Fegen, Halliley.

FINAL.

The game was
sticky condition.

CAREY'S v. ELDERTON'S.

played on the Lower with the ground in a
Elderton's, who had four men away, won the
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toss,and Up to half-time neither side gained much advantage;
Carey's forwards, however, looked more dangerous in the open.

For the second half Carey's forwards started off with a fine
burst and after maintaining the pressure for some ten minutes,
Shiel scored on the right wing. Just before "no-side" Carey
cut through from a loose scrum and scored, Seale converting.
Carey's forwards were good, and Elderton's played up well
under depressing conditions.

Scores-Carey's, 8; Elderton's, O.
Carey's-Cribb; Butterfield, Seale, Devitt, Shiel; Lyle,

Carey; Cunningham, Martin tert., Ridout ma., Wardlaw,
Kinnersly, Lean, Barry, Baines.

Elderton's-Loveluck; Hall, \Varren, Boome, Brown;
Smith, Mead; H. G. Croly, Hind, Abell, Elliott, Hooper,Wells,
H ughes, Parrott.

THE TWO-COCK.

This match resulted in a very exciting and hard-fought
game, the result giving very little indication of the run of the
play.

The School-Carey's and Elderton's-were generally expected
to win and the first few minutes produced nothing to upset the
view. Then, however, the School House forwards began to
take charge of the game and for twenty minutes the game
hovered on the School line. Only lack of thrust prevented
the House outsides from scoring time and again-Rotton,
especially, went very near once or twice. The House hooking
was very effective.

For the School Croly was playing a great game, and on the
few occasions when the School got the ball Seale was showing
good form. Half-time came with no score.

On resumption the House attacked and Apperly must have
beeninif he had not stumbled. After a few minutes, however,
the School got on the attack, and weak tackling, a rare thing in
this game, let Boome in near the post (5-0). Again the House
pressed, though not as strongly as previously. A few minutes
from the end, a good passing movement, finished by a strong
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Seale
"No-

run by Hall, produced a second score for the School.
kicked a magnificent goal from the touch-line (10-0).
side" came 'soon afterwards.

This game is one in which the sympathies of the majority
are necessarily neutral, but on this occasion no one could fail
to appreciate the fine work of the House forwards, or to wish
them some reward in the way of points.

On the School side Croly and Wardlaw amongst the for
wards, and Seale, Boome and Hall amongst the backs, all struck
one as promising. Seale especially should develope into a good
player.

School House-Cornish-Bowden; D. 1. Sandilands, Rotton,
Williams, Nash; Alexander, Beattie; Apperly, Higginson,
Rogers, D'Oyly Carte, Hope ma., Smyly ma., Moberly,]ohnson.

School-Loveluck; ]. Hall, F. E. Boome, Seale, Sheil;
Lyle, Carey ma.; Cunningham, Martin tert., R. F. Martin,
H. G. Croly, Baines, Ridout, Lean, Wardlaw.

CORRESPONDENCE.

[The Editors of The ShirbuY1lian do not hold themselves responsible for
the opinions expressed by contributors.]

To the Editors of The Shirbuynian.

Yeatman Hospital,
Sherborne.

4th November, 1927.
Dear Sirs,

I am directed by the Committee of the Yeatman Hospital to write and,
express their thanks to all members of Sherborne School who, by their
help in various ways, caused £177 to be collected for the Hospital at the
Thanksgiving Service on the 2nd November.
. It will be long before the beauty and perfection of the Service is

forgotten, and the Committee wish to express their admiration and
appreciation of the singing of the School and the efficiency shown in many
other ways.
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For the second time this year the Hospital has reason to feel gratitude
to the School who by their enthusiasm have contributed so largely to its
funds.

Yours faithfully,

JOHN DINGLEY, Hon. Sec.

OUTSIDES.
Sir,

It is said that there are few obvious Outsides about for future School
teams. I am not prepared to accept this offhand, as experience shows
that such sweeping statements are frequently wrong. Can anything be
done? I think it is admitted that:

(1) A Three-quarter needs longer coaching than a Forward.

(2) \Vhile a scrum may Cover a multitude of sins and virtues, the very
publicity of a mistake by an Outside lays him open to unthinking
criticism and loss of confidence in himself.

(3) Once a fellow has reached the School teams, especially on the
Upper Ground, there is so big a fear of staleness that very little
practice is possible in between Matches.

May I then plead

la) For an even bigger effort by House Captains to get small boys
to eliminate howlers from their game; and for concentration upon
outside play, even if for the moment they seem to over-emphasise
it. The fewer the mistakes the surer the confidence and the sounder
the play--and on the higher games the greater the scope for that
experimenting along sound lines which is so essential.

(b) For a sympathetic attitude towards isolated mistakes as opposed to
consistent faults. I know it is hard, bnt it is far harder to know
and practice in full pnblicity all the points of outside play. A great
deal has been done this term by Coaches. The remedy next term
must lie largely in the Houses-and few boys can become good
Ontsides without lots and lots of drudgery in the shape of punt
about at the beginning of their football career.

Yours faithfully,

X.

Dear Sir,

Sherborne is one of the few schools of its size, if
which does uot possess Squash Hacquet Courts.

not the only one,
I have seen that
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recently the erection of additional Fives Courts has been under con
sideration. I have no doubt that Fives is an excellent game, but, and here
I am open to contradiction, it is not a game which is played to any great
extent outside the Public Schools, with the possible 'exception of the
Universities.

I therefore take this opportunity of suggesting to the authorities
concerned that in the future it might be possible to consider the provision
of Squash Racquet Courts.

Apart from the fact thatH is a game in which many of the bigger Public
Schools take part and play each other, it is also one of the very best of the
.. covered games" from the point of view of exercise and enjoyment.

Unlike H.acquets it is not an expensive game in itself and the facilities
for playing it exist in most of the larger towns in England and in nearly
all the stations in India and the East.

I will therefore apologize for occupying your space by adding that there
must be many more O.SS. who have since regretted that they were unable
to learn the game of Squash Racquets whilst boys at Sherborne.

J<USTY 13UCKLE.

Dear Sir,

I should like to draw your attention to the regrettable fact that,
excellently equipped as the School is with many modern devices, it is
still without one of the most rudimentary needs of the human race when
in a civilised condition, a place where one may wash one's hands.

The activities of Jupiter Pluvius often make the roads where we do
P.T. detrimental to the cleanliness of our hands: and these are apt to be
even more besmirched in the summer term, when the heat occasionally
makes the tar very sticky. Cleanliness is next to Godliness; but, though
the authorities are open to no reproach in their efforts to foster Godliness,
their measures to secure cleanliness are not so well fortified against
malicions imputation.

I am, sir,

Yours faithfully,

AWk"WAO·O!:.
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Sir,

I should like to call attention to the apparent lack of enthusiasm on the
part of the School during a School match. During the last two or three
years I have played against a large number of Public Schools, and I have
never heard less shouting on the tonch-line, even in a match against a
Club "1\" side, than there was here during the Dulwich match.

Three years aso I went to see the matchat Dnlwich. There were about
forty 0.55. present, who made as much noise as the whole School does
now.

That Houses can encourage their players was shownin the Two Cock,
when the volume of applause was greater tban in a School match,even
tbough only half the School had a personal interest in the result. If
enthusiasm can be shown at a House match, surelya little active and vocal
interest can be taken in a School match.

Yours etc.,

H. C. PARTRIDGE.

Dear Sir,

.. SHERBORNE HOUSE."

I am reminded by the Warden that Sherborne House will welcome and
can make excellent use of any magazines. books, out-grown clothes and
nearly anything tbat is not worth taking home at the end of Term. I
shall therefore be glad to receive anything that members of the School
are williug to contribute and will see that a parcel is sent up to Southwark
before Christmas.

As tbe School Committee is arranging for a Sing-song on New Year's
Eve it may. be opportune to say that the House has no piano of its own
and has to hire an instrument on these occasions.

It is a real want, as there is musical talent in the Club. A second-hand
piano, however tinny, would be a valuable addition to the Club Room.
Could we not make an effort to provide one?

Yours faithfully,

ARTHUR FIELD.
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Sir,

I can quite believe the difficulty in deciding the quantity of the tuck
shop supply. An over order may mean perhaps a dead loss, but at the
same time an under order strikes rather hard on the School.

By the School rules boys .are forced to give the tuckshop a monopoly
of their custom, and this is no doubt an excellent thing, but if, as this
term all plain or milk chocolate is sold off a fortnight before the end of
the term, those who are hungry, and not greedy, are forced to stay their
hunger on expensive and unwholesome chocolate creams or to go without.

Abstinence will no doubt be excellent for them, it is on the other side
that the harm is doue. An entire disregard of the customer's wants
produces, under ordinary circumstances,' certain ruin for a firm, but here
uuder unnatural circumstances, it but gives rise to a stagnation that is
really rather a scandal to the School.

I remain, sir,

Yours, etc.,

HUNGRY.

Sir,

'Ve have at the School an institution known as the Tuckshop. For the
greater part of ihe term one may obtain here a selection of wholesome
goods such as chocolate and fruit, which form the staple diet of the
British schoolboy. Early in December, however, I strode into the Tuck
shop and on my request for one of the plainer chocolates, I was informed
that they were sold out and that there would be no more this term. but
"Turkish Delights" and "Cho-Hones" were very nice.

I am not a connoisseur of sweetmeats, but I must confess I cannot
appreciate these strange delicacies unknown outside these precincts.
Might I ask what are the particular merits of these comestibles, since at
the end of term, they and only they are permitted to be sold to the public.

I remain, sir,
Yours,

PLAIN MR. YORK OF YORK.

YORKS.
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OUR CONTEMPORARIES.

[DECEMBER,

We acknowledge with thanks the. receipt of the following
and apologize for any accidental omissions :-

The Alleynian, The Cheltonian, The Dorset Year Book,
The DO'Vorian, El Batidor, The Eton College Chronicle,
The Fettesian, The Haileyburian, The Lorettonian, The
Marlburian, The Meteor, The Radleian, The Stapeldon
Magazine, The Tonbridgian, The Wykehamist.

HOUSES.

The School House (a).

James', Curteis', Wood's, Whitehead's, Wildman's, Carey's (b).
Tancock's, Wilson's, Dunkin's, Bensly's (c).

Blanch's, Bell's, Bensly's, Tindall's, Fox's (dj.
Hetherington's, Rhoades', Hodgson's, King's, Elderton,s (fj.

Milford's, Ross's (gj.
O'Hanlon's (h).

Town (T).
Preparatory (Prep.).
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